Getting started with Text Talker
1. GET TO KNOW: Your home screen
Text Talker is a powerful grid set that includes a number of innovative features to make generating messages as fast and efficient as
possible. This tutorial will show you how to use these features and help you get up and running.

TASK: Start sentence writing
The first two rows of cells above the QWERTY keyboard offer words and phrases to
speed up communication.
1.1

1. Type the sentence ‘ Could I have a cup of
tea?’ selecting each word from the Word
Prediction cell as soon as you see each
word appear - you should only need to type
the first few letters
2. Select Clear and then type the sentence
‘I would like a coffee’ but this time use the
Chat History cells which predict whole
phrases. Start the keyword of the sentence
- in this case ‘coffee’

PRACTICE: Creating sentences
1.2 Type a few more sentences, making use of both types of prediction cells. Once you have spoken a sentence, note that you can quickly
say it again by typing the keyword and selecting it from the chat history cells. Now try this again after turning on Private Mode from the
settings grid.
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2. GET TO KNOW: Quick Phrases
Text talker comes with a range of pre-stored phrases, organised into categories. Each phrase will speak as soon as you select it. These
phrases are here to help you respond quickly in particular situations and common interactions. All the phrases are fully editable.
TASK: Add a new phrase to the Quick Phrase grid
1. Go to the key board grid and type the new
phrase into the Chat Writing area
2. Go to the Quick Phrases grid
3. Select the most appropriate category for
your phrase

2.1

1.

4. Select Add and click on the cell you want it
to appear on
2.

3.

4.

PRACTICE: Adding, removing and personalising phrases
2.2 Try adding and removing some more phrases to personalise Text Talker. If you want to create a new category, go to edit mode (Menu/
Edit) and select one of the custom cells. Click on Change Label and type the name of your category. Now leave edit mode and add
phrases to your new category.
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3. GET TO KNOW: Message Banking
The message banking grid enables you to play back the phrases you have recorded with your own speech, rather than using the
synthesised voice.
TASK: Record a new banked message
1. Navigate to the Message Banking grid by
following the link from Quick Phrases
2. Select the Record New Message cell
3. Type the phrase you are going to record
e.g. ‘How are you?’ and select Next
1.

2.

3.

3.1

4. Select the Record cell, speak the phrase
and select Record again to stop
5. Listen to the preview of your recording. If
you are not happy with it, select Record
Again, otherwise select Save and finish

4.

5.

6.

6. You will now see your phrase under Banked
Messages. Select it and you will hear the
recording
7. Go back toA
thewebinar
home page,from
type the phrase
using the keyboard and select Speak
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PRACTICE: Record some more useful phrases
You don’t have to return to the Message Banking grid each time - select ‘Save and record new phrase’ to move on to the next one.
3.2 Now go to Menu/ Settings/ Speech/ Message Banking. Select one of your banked messages, and then select Edit. Here you can
organise your messages by creating and assigning categories. Give our category a suitable name and select Add New.
Note that you can also import recordings that have been made using another computer.
4. GET TO KNOW: Conversation switching
Sometimes you may find yourself needing to respond to an interruption when you are halfway through composing a message. The
Store Message and Retrieve Message cells will help you do this.
TASK: Record a new banked message
1. Type half a sentence e.g. ‘Shall we go to
the...’
2. Imagine you have been asked the question
‘How do you like your tea?’
3. Select Store Message to save you partly
completed sentence. The message bar will
be cleared

4.1

1.

4. Type your response to the question e.g.
‘Milk, no sugar please.’ and select Speak
5.

5. Now select Retrieve Message and choose
your partly completed phrase
6. It will now be restored to the message bar
and you can continue where you left off
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PRACTICE: Storing more than one message at a time
4.2 This may be useful to prepare for an upcoming conversation. Try storing some useful phrases for a specific context e.g. you have a
toothache and have an appointment with the dentist. Once you have finished, go to Restore Messages and delete any you do not want
to keep.
5. GET TO KNOW: Settings
Explore this grid to find out how to adjust things like volume, brightness and keyboard

TASK: Change from QWERTY layout to ABC
1. From the home grid, select Settings
2. Select Change keyboard
3. Select ALPHABETICAL. You will return
to the home grid, which will now be
alphabetical. This will remain as the
default keyboard unless you change it

5.1

PRACTICE: Changing basic settings
5.2 The settings screen has further options to control both the Text Talker grid set and your device. Select Settings and see if you can adjust
device settings like volume and brightness. Explore settings specific to the grid set, such as Private Mode (which keeps your chat
history secret).
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